
FUSE* FACTORY is the hub within which the projects of the fuse* group 
are developed.
Artists, designers, creative coders, engineers, architects, researchers, 
storytellers, and producers work in multidisciplinary teams to create 
new languages   and new forms of expression capable of giving life to 
innovative projects in the fields of art, architecture and communication 
based on new media.
The aim of each project is to put people and content at the center of 
the creative process, exploiting technology to convey messages and in-
formation, creating memorable experiences full of meaning capable of 
enriching and improving people’s lives.
The structure of the fuse* is composed of three independent divisions 
and at the same time connected and organized to work in close syner-
gy: fuse*, fuse* interactive and fuse* architecture.

CONTACTS:
FUSE*INTERACTIVE
c/o FUSE srl
Via Nuova 9,
41011 Campogalliano (MO)
Italy

info@fuseinteractive.it

fusefactory.it

https://www.facebook.com/factoryfuse/
https://www.instagram.com/fuse_factory/
https://www.instagram.com/fuse_factory/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fusefactory/


fuse* was founded in 2007 by Mattia Carretti and Luca Camellini. Since its early stages, the studio focused on independent 
research and experimentation in the field of digital arts and new technologies. Meanwhile, commissions in the area of culture, 
research and business allowed the company to develop increasingly complex and diversified products.

In 2008 comes to light fuse*interactive, a division devoted to collaborations with companies, cultural corporations, institu-
tions, agencies and research centered on branding, communication, sound design and entertainment projects. Combining 
creative direction, storytelling, research and experimentation with profound knowledge of technologies and media, fuse*in-
teractive projects have the goal of creating significant and memorable interactions, simplifying the access to complex content, 
and creating lifelong experiences to fascinate and involve people.

The work conducted over the years progressively focused on creating immersive experiences inspired by a continuous inves-
tigation towards new ways of interpreting space and its narrative depth. For this reason, Mattia Carretti and Luca Camellini, 
together with architect Fabrizio Gruppini, founded a third division: fuse*architecture, a design studio that works at the inter-
section between architecture and multimedia design with the aim of creating places and narrative spaces such as museums, 
showrooms, and public spaces. In 2013, the growing collaborations and the wish to create a stimulating place for creativity and 
multidisciplinary work led to the creation of fuse*factory in a former cottage in the Modena countryside.
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CUBO

CUBO is a community centre and a multimedia documentation centre 
that the Unipol Group has created to recount its heritage and identity. 
The project aims to make insurance and banking services transparent 
by conveying their social and cultural values and their relationship with 
people’s lives. All the spaces are designed to convey a sense of serenity 
and openness. The interior ones have been conceived keeping in mind 
the concepts of simplicity and concreteness, while multimedia instal-
lations are an integral part of the architecture. The outdoor areas are 
home to the Mediagarden Installation consisting of 41 columns of LEDs, 
18 of them arranged in a circle in the main garden. Light and sound are 
generated in real time and surround the visitor, which is thus immersed 
into the work. The project was selected by Unipol in the fall of 2011 
and production started in January 2012. The completion of the project 
was entrusted to fuse* who acted as general contractor. In addition to 
the architectural design, all software and multimedia installations have 
been designed and developed by FUSE*ARCHITECTURE.
CUBO inaugurated March 26, 2013 on the occasion of Unipol 50th an-
niversary.

Multimedia Art Space

Year: 2013
Commissioned by: UNIPOL S.P.A.
Communications and Contents:
Togo Visual Action
Building Construction: Visual Exhibition
Architectural 3D Render: 
Alex Lomarco
Photo Shooting: Mattia Santini
LED Display and Lighting: efour
Internal Lighting System: Zumtobel
Audio System: d&b audiotechnik
Media System Forniture: Qualitech, 
Pqlabs, Samsung, HP, Nec, Microsoft



CUBO Media Garden

The garden hosts a major multimedia installation, with light sculpture 
and sound. This is a surface which was redefined and designed so as 
to link up with various rooms around the structure. Visitors may sit in 
the centre of the installation as if in a ‘reverse’ amphitheatre, in which 
it is the show that surrounds and envelops the spectators with sound 
and light. The area is equipped with Cor-Ten steel benches and con-
crete seating, designed for Unipol, on which the company’s values are 
engraved in Braille. The second part of the installation is housed in the 
second garden, where LED light columns mark out the path that links 
the wings of the building.
Lastly, the CUBO gardens feature a circular stage, entirely in Cor-Ten 
steel and completed with concrete and Cor-Ten seating. This area of 
the garden was designed to host the shows listed in the CUBO events 
calendar.

Multimedia Garden

Year: 2013
Commissioned by: UNIPOL S.P.A.
Photo Shooting: Mattia Santini
LED Display and Lighting: efour
Audio System: d&b audiotechnik



The experience of the Republic of Montefiorino has acquired a strong 
historic-symbolic value because in an Italy overrun by the German 
army, it was the first attempt to occupy a territory on a stable basis and 
set up a democratic council administration elected by the people. The 
Museum of the Republic of Montefiorino and of the Italian Resistance 
was founded in the light of the will to perpetuate and renew the mem-
ory and ideal legacy of this extraordinary experience and of the fight for 
freedom through a modern display, enhanced by new technologies and 
by the latest exhibition strategies. The media-architectural project was 
designed to give visitors the chance to access a great amount of infor-
mation, while also giving space to the many historical objects that the 
museum disposes of. The itinerary moves through nine rooms focusing 
on different themes, in which the direct re-enactment of the past takes 
place through artefacts, testimonies and the use of advanced multime-
dia technologies. In every room, visitors are presented with a lectern 
which introduces the historical theme in question, with one or more 
glass and steel vitrines displaying original objects, and an interactive 
installation providing more detailed information and context, thus al-
lowing visitors to shift continually (and independently) between local 
and national events, and between the past and the present.

Year: 2015
Commissioned by : 
Comune di Montefiorino
Historical project and museum itinerary: 
Mirco Carrattieri, Fabio Manfredi
Implementation of museum display: 
Neon King
Furnishings: Visual
Sound Design: Riccardo Bazzoni
Graphic: Alessia Bursi, Enzo Pancaldi

Museum of the 
Republic of Montefiorino



DÖKK

Dökk, the new live-media performance developed by fuse* and the fol-
low-up of Ljós, will be premiered in autumn 2017 after an intense resi-
dency program at La Corte Ospitale.
Dökk is a journey throughout a sequence of digital landscapes where 
the perception of space and time is altered. Throughout this journey, 
the performer’s experience is deeply interconnected to everything in 
the world surrounding her. In order to represent this concept of interde-
pendence, a system has been created which processes real-time data 
from biometric and movement sensors (worn by the performer and 
placed on the stage) together with data coming from social networks. 
These data contribute to modify both the digital landscapes and the 
soundscapes of the performance.
Every time the performance is staged, the system analyzes in real time 
the messages that people from all over the world share on social net-
works, inferring the emotional state through a sentiment analysis algo-
rithm (the same algorithm that has been used for the installation Amyg-
dala. These data, together with the performer’s biometric data, make 
the performance different every time it is staged.

Live Performance 
50 min.

Year: 2017
Production: fuse*
Art Direction, Executive Production: 
Mattia Carretti, Luca Camellini
Concept: Mattia Carretti
Performer, Choreographer: 
Elena Annovi
Software Supervision: Luca Camellini
Software: Paolo Bonacini, Matteo 
Mestucci, Samuel Pietri
Sound Design: Riccardo Bazzoni
Hardware Design: Matteo Mestucci
Production Management: 
Filippo Aldovini
Support for Concept Development: 
Giulia Caselli
Scientific Consultant: 
Margherita Carretti



Ljós (Icelandic for ‘light’) has been conceived in continuity with the re-
search carried out by fuse* in the field of digital and performative arts, 
which explores the deep connection between light, space, sound and 
movement. In Ljós, the performer is the means that allows the viewer 
to access a surreal and dreamlike space, a dimension with no gravity 
nor time, made by sounds and images reacting and interacting in real 
time. A shape-changing universe, which evolves from amniotic fluid in 
the beginning - protecting and supporting the performer - to the setting 
for violent explosions and transformations later - leading her to a direct 
contact with ground and Earth.
In Ljós, the movements of the performer echo throughout the space, 
moving lines, 3dimensional grids and masses of particles lost in the 
obscurity.
Praised for its capability to lead the viewer into imaginary and remark-
able worlds, Ljós aims at connecting digital and real. This is made pos-
sible by a software which modifies in real time all scenic elements ac-
companying the interpretation by performer Elena Annovi. fuse* came 
to this result after a long period of research, experimentation and re-
hearsing, an extensive effort necessary for producing a truly immersive 
experience, strictly in real time. 

LJÓS
Live Performance
20 min.

Year: 2014
Production: fuse*
Direction, Executive Production:
Mattia Carretti, Luca Camellini
Software Supervisor: Luca Camellini
Software Development: Paolo Bonacini
IT Development:
Luca Camellini, Matteo Mestucci
Sound Design: Riccardo Bazzoni
Dancer and Choreographer: 
Elena Annovi
Production Management: 
Filippo Aldovini
International Premiere: 
STRP biennial / Eindhoven, NL



CUBO App

CUBO app allows the visitor to experience the exhibition at Centro Un-
ipol BOlogna independently and to customize the amount of provided 
information according to their own curiosity and attention. In order to 
trigger the visitor’s engagement, we designed Bloom: a generative vi-
sualization that creates an experiential bridge between the exhibited 
artworks and the perception of the artwork itself.
Bloom is generated by an algorithm which interpolates the artwork im-
age with the emotional preferences of the viewer: the shape and colour 
of the generated Bloom are determined by the emotions perceived by 
the viewer when contemplating the artwork. The data generated by the 
users’ interaction not only feed the individual Bloom, but also a col-
lective Bloom: a co-created piece which reflects the global perception 
of the artwork by all visitors. The core of Bloom’s algorithm is inspired 
by rules and behaviours we observe in nature, such as stigmergy and 
attractors: self-organization patterns for moving a multitude of agents 
that are typical of several systems in biology, physics and chemistry.

Year: 2017
Commissioned by: 
CUBO, Centro Unipol BOlogna
Link: 
fuseinteractive.it/en/project/cubo-app-
en/

CUBO APP is available for:
iOS → http://apple.co/2p3CROL
Android → http://bit.ly/2p3JZLm

Mobile Application



Urban House Storytelling

Urban House Storytelling illustrates the Urban tiles collection by means 
of a dynamic narration: an animated story projected onto an illustrated 
wall, picturing all different products and their uses.
Designed for Fuorisalone 2017 event, this installation consists of a pro-
jection of 4 videos onto an illustrated wall and of a zenithal projection. 
Users can autonomously launch three video-stories – co-existing and 
interweaving on the wall – which are integrated by further elements 
from a fourth video.
The control panel of the installation is a shelf hosting three different tile 
samples, each of which is marked by a RFID tag. Moving the tiles on a 
specific RFID reader area on the shelf launches the selected story and 
its zenithal projection onto the wall.
Sound design elements supporting the video make the storytelling 
more engaging and comprehensible to the user.

Year: 2017
Commissioned by: Porcelaingres
Development: Openframeworks. 
Hardware/software system: 
RFID tag and Arduino chip with 
embedded RFID reader
Illustration: Colette Baraldi
Animation: Alex Lomarco

Installation


